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CU SERVICE NETWORK ANNOUNCES NEW CFO & HEAD OF OUTSOURCED
ACCOUNTING SERVICES
Lakewood, CO (January 17, 2018) – CU Service Network is pleased to announce that they have selected
Branda Gilmore to fill the role of CFO and lead their outsourced accounting service, which has recently
expanded from coast to coast. She has been active in credit union arena for decades and will be a
celebrated addition to the growing service.
Gilmore has held numerous executive roles in credit unions throughout
Denver, and most recently has been running her own credit union strategic
accounting company. She was also Chairman of the Rocky Mountain CUES
Council for nearly a decade, so is a familiar face among credit unions in the
region. Her specific focus on strategic efficiencies will strengthen CU Service
Network’s popular outsourced CFO service, which she will head.
Gilmore comments, “I am very excited to be a part of a great team and
organization that is so forward-thinking. I love that I will continue to work
with multiple credit unions with our CU Works Accounting product. This is a
great resource for credit unions that allows them to focus on their members
while knowing their accounting is being handled in a seamless fashion.”
Indeed, the “CFO to Go” product is hugely popular among credit unions, and finding an individual with
the skill set to help credit unions’ with a variety of needs was imperative.
“Branda has the knowledge and extensive financial experience we are looking for to help lead our
organization to continued success. She will position us to serve our member credit unions with
excellence,” said Doug Burke, CEO of CU Service Network.
For more information on CU Service Network’s outsourced accounting service, visit accounting.cusn.com
or contact CU Service Network at info@cusn.com / (720) 945-7235.
About CU Service Network
CU Service Network, LLC, established in 1992, is a CUSO owned by 52 credit unions, and serves 191
participating clients. We provide a variety of progressive solutions that drive credit union success, from
outsourced back office services, like Accounting and Compliance, to delivery channel products, like
shared branching and ATMs. We are leaders in credit union innovation, cooperation and research.
Additional information is available at www.cusn.com.

